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Ramadhan 2017
The Ramadhan programs were held at the Kuca Bosanka Centre. Iftaars were served every second night.
The programs started with Du’a Iftitah followed by a lecture, salaat and Iftaar.
The lectures were delivered mainly by Bosnian Shia zakirs. The majority of the participants consisted of the
local Muslim community where about 20 to 70 guests gathered each night.

Summer workshop for boys and girls
Foundation Zivot had its second Summer Workshop for boys and girls. The program for boys was organized
from 19 to 23 August and from 26-30 August for girls. It was held at Babanovac, a mountain village 140
kilometres from Sarajevo. Six boys and nine girls have participated.
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Books
We have publish the book Towards Eternal Life which explains what happens to us when we leave this
world in a rational and logical way. The book will be sent to individuals from our mailing list as well as to
the libraries of some religious institutions, like madrasas, and cultural centres in Bosnia. Also, we have
purchased 200 copies of Nahjul Balagha in Bosnian language for distribution.

Muharram 2017
There were ten programs each starting with Ziyarat al-Warith followed by main lecture, mersiya and
dinner. We have produced a qasida titled ‘Ne gledaj, Zahra!’’ (Do not watch, ya Zahra!) in collaboration
with a professional sound and video production company. On the Ashura day we travelled to Sarajevo
Husainiyya for the central programme where the lovers of Ahlulbait a.s. from all over Bosnia came
together.
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Saturday Madrasah
Classes in Fiqh, Aqaid and Arabic language were held every Saturday at our centre Kuca bosanska.

Social Media
Facebook facilitate promoting a Page by creating payed Ads (short texts, links or videos) that show in the
News Feed in the other users’ pages. We create an Ad on our page Mjera mudrosti (Scales of wisdom)
every day and sponsor those Ads that would create maximum interest.
Our video qasida about Karbala event has reached over 250K Facebook users in Bosnia, Serbia, Croatia and
Montenegro.

Boris Antunovic: I am a Montenegrian but the
poem (about Imam Husain, as) was fantastic…
He’s watching us from the heaven now … Glory
be to him…
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